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Some Preliminary Data on Bhadarwahi Morphology and Phonology

Bhadarwahi (Bdh in map on next tweet), natively [bʱəˈɖ͡ɮ̠ɑ̟ːi̯ ], is an Indo-Aryan language spoken
in northern India in the Doda district of Jammu.
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Forms part a continuum of the so-called "West Pahari lects", the territory of Bhadarwahi proper
is bounded to the north by the river Chenab on whose other side Sirazi is spoken.
Extremely linguistically diverse region, and these North Himalayan lects are often said ...
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to bridge the "Kashmiri-type" languages with "Punjabi-type" languages.
Unlike Kashmiri and Punjabi, West Pahari is critically understudied. For Bhadarwahi, some
short descriptions & wordlists are available, and only one real preliminary grammatical sketch
(Dwivedi 2013).
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Very meagre written literature in the language, though a translation of the Bhagawad Gita exists
(1938). Pādʰā (1971) is a learners' guide with original texts in the language. I have used that as
well as help from native speaker @Arpna_Chandail to record what I have.
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The consonantal inventory of the language is fairly standard Indic. Notable are the retroflex
lateral affricates that developed from some Sanskrit rhotic clusters.
[f] & [x] occur as allophones of /pʰ/ and /kʰ/. Free variation between [f] and [pʰ] as in the rest
of ...
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... Indo-Aryan speaking India among non-old speakers. The allophony between [x] and [kʰ]
needs more investigation.
The phonemicity of the phones in parentheses () is doubtful. [z] is an allophonic variant of /d͡z/ in
the inherited (or assimilated) vocabulary, but ...
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... Perso-Arabic loans don't ever seem to have [d͡z] occurring in place of [z]. /ɳ/ and /ɭ/ have been
noted in the language since Bailey's first description, but I have found no evidence of them.
Either Bailey recorded a different dialect, or that the language has lost ...
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the retroflex nasal and lateral in the last 100 years. I expect /ʈ͡ꞎʰ/ to occur in [ʈ͡ꞎ(ʰ)iː] ~ [ˈʈ͡ꞎ(ʰ)ɑ̟ːɽi]
('woman'), but not sure.
The vocalic system is more complicated, and I only have a tentative analysis. The front-rounded
vowels are at least partly ...
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... conditioned by following front vowels, but much like the central vowels of KashmiriKishtwari, may have attained independent status, e.g., [ˈpʉ̟ːɾi] ('complete, full'), [t͡sɵ̟ːr] ('four'),
[ˈpʏd͡zi] ('arrive').
Currently working on glossing texts to understand the ...
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... morphology and syntax. So far, a standard Hindi-Punjabi-type model seems to fit. Alignment
ergative in the perfect tenses, but Varma (1931) noted ergative pronouns being applied to
intransitive verbs too in an "impersonal" construction.
Unlike the 4 Layer 1 case ...
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... system of Kashmiri, Bhadarwahi follows Hindi-Punjabi in having just two, and other cases are
built with Layer 2 enclitics to the oblique base.
3rd person pronouns and demonstratives follow the Kashmiri-type in distinguishing a third "nondeictic" level.
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Of note are the Sanskrit like personal endings on verbs which seem to defy default historical
phonology!
Thanks to @Arpna_Chandail (Bhadrawahi), @BhagatAnjli (Kishtwari) and @kaeshour &
@Dastaannn (Kashmiri) for helping me understand the linguistic picture of the north.

